


              

What is Schwemmland?

Schwemmland is a transformational perception, interlinking Space and Time.  

HISTORY           NOWADAYS           NICHE PLAN          
Excerpt copper engraving, Schütz, 1756        Aerial image, 2008            Diploma Thesis, Gilli-Wiesmayr 2010        
    

The Danube as a formative landscape designer with    Humans become new designers of landscape.      On offcut areas, industrial wasteland, 
islands, Danube creeks, forest - a meadowy countryside   The results are container towers, slag hills,         „rurbane Niches“ ... coexistist still other kinds of urban  
in the East of Linz. Regular flooding - Flood zone.    various bearing surfaces, ...           environment. They resemble organismns in   
Farmers as local providers of the city.      A wedge of industry and commerce moves between city   heterogeneous offcuts, dominated by commerce  
            and river since the second half of 20th century.    and industry.
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Schwemmland focuses on a young urban landscape

         
                In SCHWEMMLAND you can see everything and nothing at the same time...

-But by looking closer, you’ll find yourself unexpected in an enchanted world.  A world where colorful mountains grow today and already dis-
appeared tomorrow, where steaming fists bounce into the sky and dark monsters with long and thin necks betray themselves by their flashing red eyes at night. It’s freezing here in 
summer and greening in winter, sheep are hanging down from ceilings and roe deer disappearing behind billboards. Steely giant dinosaurs looking snorting on rusty hills for fodder, 
on lush meadows end up tiny airplanes. Persecuted by unknown riders, you can run across gnomes watching over dams on which stranded material is stored.  It’s the world where 
houses disappear overnight and mystical portals open up in the darkness. In the evening the sun rises, and with a little luck you can meet some invaders from exotic countries. But 
many people are not able to see this bewitched world. They just see nothing in here.   



              

The initiative Schwemmland

... is a global oriented and regional active initiative with the goal to prevent undeveloped urban land, remaining areas,
 „rurban niches“ in the east of Linz from a global sellout along with the commercial pressure on these areas and to preserve, 
open them for the urban population as a field of possibilities and living space that creates identity.
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Six unusual Locations 
.

For most citizens of the city, the East of Linz is merely an in-
accessible industrial and commercial area and for many 
people it is simply “Terra Incognita”. But a closer consideration 
opens up a young, diverse heterogeneous urban landscape, a 
unique space-time and nature-industry relationship. The initia-
tive Schwemmland shows the documentation of a multipart 
series of exploring expeditions to “six unusual locations”. The 
aim was to extricate the “essence” of these areas and to make 
them accessible to the general public. In situational walks 
through the area, local professional discourses (for example 
by using the method of the “Othering”) and various artistic in-
terventions in offcut areas, industrial wasteland and “rurban 
niches”, it was possible to discover specific spatial phenome-
na, atmospheres and paradox relationships. 

An event by Schwemmland and afo-architecturforum 
oberösterreich in cooperation with Kepler-Salon, Kios-
que, Klapp-Akademie and the Performance-Laboratorium
Curators and exhibition design: Christoph Wiesmayr, 
Bernhard Gilli
Photography: Bernhard Stadlbauer
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Six unusual Locations
.

-Overgrown tennis court at „Winterhafen“ 

 Occupied by pioneer plants since a few years, the tennis 
court at „Winterhafen“ offers a special ambience. This 
year, the court was temporarily taken, opened up to the 
public and activated by Schwemmland for situational 
discourses and temporarily uses.

„BEAUTIFUL : MESSY"
Cooperation with Kepler Salon, 2 May 2011
Guest: Manfred Omahna, about the method of "othering"
The art to learn how to see the "difference"...
Presentation: Sabine Keller / Kepler Salon

"AROUND THE FIELD ON THE WATERFRONT"
Performance-laboratorium, Performance Festival; 
10.Sept.2011
Performance by international artists
Organization: Sibylle Ettengruber, Amel Andessner,
Elisa Andessner
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Unimagined future potential of the city is hidden on seve-
ral hectare open landscape on the rooftops of industrial 
buildings. Possible prospective scenarios had been dis-
cussed with interdisciplinary professional audience on-
site.    

“PRETTY MUCH GOING ON UP THERE”
  
Garden exhibition 2020 on the rooftops of industrial 
buildings in Linz?
Cooperation with Kepler-Salon; 8 August 2011  
 
Guests: Christoph Hauser, Dr. Friedrich Schwarz, 
Wolfgang Gruber
  

              

Six unusual Locations
.

-On the rooftops of industrial buildings
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Tour-Impulse-Discourses about the phenomena of “rurban niches” 
in the East of Linz with international guests.

    
                
-DISCOURSE about the area
Panel discussion with: 
    
Susanne Hauser; Cultural Scientist – Berlin    
Barbara Holub; Transparadiso – Wien     
Friedrich Schwarz; Natural Science Mark– Linz     
Thomas Sieverts; Urban Planner – München     
Thomas Schneider; Neue Arbeit, neue Kultur - Wien
Christoph Wiesmayr; schwemmland.net – Linz 

Moderation: Christoph Laimer, dérive - Wien
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Six unusual Locations
.

-1, 2 or 3 - last chance... ? 

-TOUR through the area
Situational walks with visitors and 
protagonists on-site.

-IMPULSE-speeches about the area:
Prof. Susanne Hauser and Prof. Thomas Sieverts
“The paradoxa and the fall of mankind” 

An event by the initiative Schwemmland and afo
architekturforum oberösterreich at 
10 September 2011



              

.

-Dead Man, Dead Woman     
The silting of the industrial port in Linz was for several artists the reason for a critical reflection.  
In cooperation with the Klapp-Akademie.
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Six unusual Locations
.

-At the Harbor  



Verhandlungsraum zwischen Stadt, Land und Fluss              

9
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unusual Locations
Discoveries in the East of Linz 
Exhibition: 01.12.11 - 03.03.12
afo architekturzentrum oberösterreich
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